
  

    

         

         
 

     

       
      

       

  

   

Newly Hatched- One six-hour session 
Pieced & Appliquéd Turtle Wall Hanging 

A workshop favorite, this mamma and baby 
turtle duo is both elegant and heart-warming. 

Students can fuse appliqués or turn their edges 
and we’ll cover techniques for both.  Learn my 
methods for enchanting eyes and those tiny 
appliqué pieces. We’ll cover how to balance 
warm and cool colors as well as small and 
larger scales of prints.  The asymmetrical 
border adds a modern touch and the button 
embellishments bring a rich bit of sparkle.   

An elegant accent piece for any room! 

(Pattern included in workshop fee. See pattern 
below for wall hanging supplies.)

          “Newly Hatched”
          Child’s Quilt (47 x  34”) & Wall Hanging (18”x 23”) 

NOTE:    I favor batiks, prints or hand-dyes, rather than solids for the 
entire quilt, but particularly where specified below. 

                                       (Yardage based on 42” minimum fabric width) 
QUILT 
Light background: ............................................................ 5/8 yard 
Med. background: ............................................................. 3/4 yard 
Turtle legs: (batik or print) ..................................................... 3/8 yard 
Turtle Bellies: .................................................................... 1/4 yard 
Brown/multi: (batik or print) ................................................ 1/4 yard 
Light green/multi: (batik or print) ........................................ 1/4 yard 
                         
WALL HANGING  
Background .................................................................... fat quarter 
Border accent: ................................................................... 1/4 yard 
Black & white stripe: ........................................................ 1/8 yard 
Legs & border: (batik or print) ............................................. 3/8 yard  
Belly: .................................................................................. 1/8 yard 
Shell edge:........................................................................... 1/8 yard 
Shell main fabric: (large turtle)............................................. 1/8 yard 

Also:  basic sewing & quilting supplies; threads for piecing and to 
match appliqués; Roxanne’s Glue-Baste-It (or similar product) ; freez-
er paper & starch and appliqué needles for hand method OR 
fusible web for iron-on appliqué; black micron pen (size 05 is 
good) and white acrylic paint for eyes. (Wall hanging embellish-
ment:  14-16 assorted buttons for turtle shell edge and three, white, 
3/4” buttons for border.)  
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Small Turtle Template 
- large quilt:  create seven and two reverse 

- wall hanging: create one 
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Please go to javahousequilts.com/workshops for more complete information or to contact us.


